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ABSTRACT:
The objective occlusion effect induced by bone-conducted stimulation refers to the low frequency acoustic pressure

increase that results from occluding the ear canal opening. This phenomenon is commonly interpreted as follows:

the bone-conducted sound “leaks” through the earcanal opening and is “trapped” by the occlusion device. This

instinctive interpretation misrepresents the fundamental mechanism of the occlusion effect related to the earcanal

impedance increase and already highlighted by existing electro-acoustic models. However, these models simplify

the earcanal wall vibration (i.e., the origin of the phenomenon) to a volume velocity source which, in the authors’

opinion, (i) hinders an exhaustive comprehension of the vibro-acoustic behavior of the system, (ii) hides the influ-

ence of the earcanal wall vibration distribution, and (iii) could blur the interpretation of the occlusion effect. This

paper analyzes, illustrates, and interprets the vibro-acoustic behavior of the open and occluded earcanal using an

improved finite element model of an outer ear in conjunction with an associated electro-acoustic model developed in

this work. The two models are very complementary to dissect physical phenomena and to highlight the influence of

the earcanal wall vibration distribution, characterized here by its curvilinear centroid position, on the occlusion

effect. VC 2020 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0001237
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term occlusion effect (OE) is commonly used to

describe an increase in the auditory perception of bone-

conducted (BC) sound that results from occluding the

earcanal (EC) opening. In everyday life, the OE is often per-

ceived as the increased sensation of the BC part of one’s

own physiological noises1 (e.g., one’s own voice, breathing,

chewing, heartbeat), which is most significant for low fre-

quencies (LF; <1 kHz). The OE is deemed to be a notable

source of discomfort to workers wearing shallowly inserted

passive occlusion devices such as earplugs2 (EP). The OE

also affects hearing aid users’ comfort3 but can be greatly

reduced using open-fittings.4 The deep-fitting of the occlu-

sion device in the bony part of the EC is also known to

reduce the OE (Ref. 5) but seems associated with wearers’

discomfort.6,7 The BC sound travels to the cochlea through

different pathways.8–11 The outer ear pathway corresponds

to the sound pressure generated in the EC cavity due to the

vibration of the EC wall, which constitutes the source of the

OE. At LF, the outer ear pathway is negligible when the EC

is open12,13 but dominates when it is occluded.12 The OE is

thus objectively characterized by an acoustic pressure

increase in the occluded EC at LF.14–16 This objective

description of the OE is the one used in this paper.

In the literature, the OE is commonly interpreted as fol-

lows: the BC sound generated by the EC wall “escapes”

through the EC opening (i.e., open EC entrance), whereas it

is “trapped” in the occluded case.6,17,18 The BC sound is

expected to take the path of least “resistance.”19 Sometimes,

authors refer to the sound pressure generated by the EC

wall7,20 or to the “sound vibration” imposed by the EC

wall.4 In many cases, the EC opening is interpreted as a

“leak” for the sound energy which is presumed to be

“trapped” in the occluded EC.21–25 Therefore, sound waves

generated by the EC wall are assumed to be mainly trans-

mitted in the surrounding environment in the open case. On

the contrary, they are expected to be mainly reflected by the

occlusion device towards the tympanic membrane (TM),

leading to an enhanced acoustic pressure in the occluded

EC.26 These multiple interpretations, found either in experi-

mental or modeling studies in both hearing aid and hearing

protection fields, are ambiguous because they describe the

OE using several physical variables, concepts, and an

instinctive vocabulary. Furthermore, the way the phenome-

non is interpreted could influence the solutions sought to

reduce it. These interpretations thus must be clarified and

OE models can be helpful for this purpose.

In order to investigate the OE, different models have

been elaborated in the past.15,16,27–32 Lumped elements

models based on electro-acoustic (EA) analogy15,16,27,28 are

historically the first OE models. These models account fora)Electronic mail: kevin.carillo.1@ens.etsmtl.ca
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the air within the EC cavity as acoustic masses, complian-

ces, and resistances and have highlighted the fundamental

mechanism of the OE as the increase of the EC cavity

acoustic impedance seen by the cavities’ vibrating walls due

to the occlusion. However, the spatially distributed EC wall

vibration (i.e., the source of the OE) is idealized as

one15,28,29 or two16 volume velocity source(s) concentrated

at a chosen position in the EC. Due to the cramped and tor-

tuous aspects of the human EC, amplitude and position of

the source(s) are difficult to assess experimentally and are

generally assumed or adjusted based on sound pressure mea-

surements in open and occluded EC. This prevents any anal-

ysis of the influence of the EC wall vibration amplitude and,

in particular, distribution, though it is the source of the OE.

In addition, the EC cavity is commonly simplified to

one15,28,29 or two16 uniform cylindrical duct(s), considering

that the acoustic wavelength is much larger than the EC

dimensions at LF. To overcome these limitations, finite

element (FE) models30–32 of the OE can be used since they

make it possible to account for a precise geometry, material

properties, boundary conditions, and stimulation. However,

FE models are limited by the knowledge of the correspond-

ing inputs, which can be very difficult to characterize exper-

imentally. Recently, Brummund et al.30 developed a

three-dimensional (3D) FE model of a “realistic” outer ear

in which the set of equivalent loading and boundary condi-

tions is debatable. Indeed, in order to mimic the placement

of a standard bone transducer, a normal force was applied

directly on the mastoid process while the remaining surface

of the truncated geometry was fixed.30 This set induces a

compression motion in the temporal bone, which is rather

expected to behave as a rigid body at LF.12 In addition, this

set forces the vibration to travel from the bony tissue to the

soft and skin tissues while the latter should be rather primar-

ily excited by the bone transducer. Despite these limitations,

this model has been shown to provide the slope of the OE at

shallow/medium insertion30 measured on 20 subjects by

Stenfelt and Reinfeldt.16 Based on this model, Brummund

et al.30 investigated the fundamental mechanism of the OE

using an acoustic power balance approach. They pointed out

that an acoustically rigid occlusion of the EC entrance

increases the resistance (real part) of the EC cavity acoustic

impedance seen by its wall compared to the open case.30

This resistance governs the acoustic power injected into the

EC cavity by its wall.30 However, Brummund et al.30

assumed no visco-thermal dissipation within the EC cavity,

although it is higher than the acoustic power radiated at the

open EC entrance at LF,33 and could have underestimated

the resistance of the open EC. In addition, the acoustic

power balance approach only describes the acoustic energy

transfer but does not detail the vibro-acoustic (i.e., acoustic

pressures and particle velocities) behavior that explains this

transfer. The use and limits of this approach are thus revis-

ited in this work.

Both EA and FE models are useful to explain the funda-

mental mechanism of the OE. However, the source of the

OE, namely, the vibration of the EC wall, is overly

simplified in EA models and too intricate in FE models. The

influence of the EC wall vibration is thus hidden in both

models. In addition, these models have not been used to

fully detail physical phenomena occurring in both open and

occluded EC under a BC stimulation. In the authors’ opin-

ion, taking these steps (i.e., investigating the influence of the

EC wall vibration and detail physical phenomena in the EC

cavity) is necessary to accurately revisit our understanding

of the OE and the role of its source, to clarify the ambiguity

that surrounds the interpretation of the OE and to ultimately

open new ways to mitigate this phenomenon. For this

purpose, the FE model of a “realistic” outer ear proposed

by Brummund et al.30 is revisited, improved, and used in

conjunction with an associated EA model developed in this

work. The occlusion is simplified to an infinite impedance

defined at the EC entrance to focus on the fundamental

mechanism of the OE. In other words, the intricate influence

of the occlusion device30–32,34,35 is not taken into account.

The originality of this work is threefold. First, the FE

model is used to thoroughly analyze and illustrate the vibro-

acoustic behavior of both open and occluded EC at LF from

100 Hz to 1 kHz. Second, all inputs of the EA model pre-

sented here are derived from the FE model. In particular, the

volume velocity source characteristics are here directly

related to the EC wall vibration field. The EA model is thus

useful to clarify and interpret in a simplified way physical

phenomena involved in the EC as well as the influence

of the EC wall vibration distribution on the OE. Results

computed using both FE and EA models are presented, com-

pared, and discussed. Third, common interpretations of the

OE are discussed in light of the results presented here in

open and occluded cases.

II. MODELS OF THE OCCLUSION EFFECT

An implicit harmonic temporal dependency is taken

into account by the term ejxt; where j is the complex number

such as j2 ¼ �1, x is the circular frequency such that

x ¼ 2pf , f denotes the frequency, and t the time. An arbi-

trary space and time dependent physical variable hðx; tÞ is

written in the complex form such that

h x; tð Þ ¼ < ĥ xð Þ ejxt
h i

; (1)

where x ¼ ðx1; x2; x3Þ denotes the position vector of the

point of interest in the 3D space, ĥ is the complex amplitude

and <½�� takes the real part of its argument. Solving for ĥ is

equivalent to solving for h. In addition, ĥ
�

is the complex

conjugate, jĥj is the modulus and hĥi is the surface averaged

value. In the EA model, all vibro-acoustic variables are spa-

tial averages and ĥ ¼ hĥi.

A. Finite element model of the outer ear

1. Geometry and materials

The FE model of the outer ear developed by Brummund

et al.30 and used in this study is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The
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geometry was obtained from cross-sectional cryosection

images of a female cadaver from the Visible Human

Project
VR

. Figure 1(b) presents a sectional view in the hori-

zontal plane of the FE model superimposed on the corre-

sponding cryosection image. In the FE model, the EC cavity

is embedded into a circular cross section cylinder (medial�
lateral axis) with a diameter of 27 mm [see Fig. 1(a)]. This

reduces the computation time compared to an entire head

model.36 This model distinguishes the skin (including the

fat) from other soft tissues (including cartilage and muscle)

and it includes the entire temporal bone [the gray part of

Fig. 1(a)]. More recent studies rather separate cartilage from

soft tissues (including skin, fat and muscle).36,37 In the cur-

rent model, the pinna and the middle and inner ears are not

fully modeled but are accounted for by estimates of the

acoustic impedance associated with sound flow through

these structures (see Sec. II A 2). A complete view of the EC

cavity from the TM to the EC entrance is presented in Fig.

1(c). The EC curvilinear axis z [see Fig. 1(c)], also called

middle or center axis in the literature, is computed using an

iterative method developed by Stinson and Lawton.38 In this

work, the EC entrance plane is defined normal to the EC

curvilinear axis rather than in a sagittal plane.30 The EC

shape represented as a radius function rECðzÞ (assuming cir-

cular cross-sections) is displayed in Fig. 2. Compared to 15

radius functions presented by Hudde and Engel,39 the current

model includes a constriction close to the EC entrance. In

addition, the current EC curvilinear length (lEC ¼ 34.7 mm)

is higher than the average EC length (known to be around

27 mm) while the tympanic membrane coupling region

(TMCR) length (close to 8 mm) is similar.39

Solid domains are considered isotropic linear elastic

solids under the small deformations’ assumption. Their

mechanical properties come from literature data (except

structural loss factors that have been assumed30) and are

summarized in Table II. While the air within the EC cavity

was considered a perfect compressible fluid by Brummund

et al.,30 it is here rather modeled as a Navier�Stokes�
Fourier compressible fluid to account for visco-thermal dis-

sipation.40,41 Classic values of ambient air properties are

used and given in Table III.

2. Boundary conditions and model limitations

In the authors’ opinion, the main limitation of the cur-

rent FE model developed by Brummund et al.30 comes from

its truncated geometry [see Fig. 1(a)]. As exposed in Sec. I,

this model requires the imposition of a set of equivalent

loading and boundary conditions which are particularly

tricky to define since the truncated geometry is supposed to

be surrounded by biological tissues [see Fig. 1(b)]. The set

chosen by Brummund et al.30 results in a vibration pattern

concentrated approximately at the EC mid-length (see

Appendix B) near the transition between soft and bony

tissues while this vibration is rather expected to be concen-

trated in the EC cartilaginous part close to the EC

entrance.12,16 In this paper, another set is chosen in order to

be more consistent with realistic loading and boundary con-

ditions and to reproduce a “plausible” vibration pattern (see

Sec. III A), even though the latter has never been directly

measured due to experimental limitations nor studied

numerically. A bone transducer stimulation applied on the

mastoid process is expected to induce a compression motion

in the skin and soft tissues which then stimulate the tempo-

ral bone. Therefore, skin and soft tissues are here excited in

a simplified way by a uniform normal velocity field

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) 3D FE model of an outer ear (Ref. 30), (b) sec-

tional view in the horizontal plane [specified by a red line in (a)] superim-

posed on the corresponding cryosection image from the Visible Human

Project
VR

, and (c) EC cavity alone. The coordinate system refers to superior

(S), inferior (I), posterior (P), anterior (A), medial (M), and lateral (L).

FIG. 2. EC radius rECðzÞ (assuming circular cross-sections) as a function of

the curvilinear axis z.
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Vnðx; tÞ ¼ <½AðxÞejxt� applied to their circumferential sur-

face. The amplitude AðxÞ ¼ 10�5 m s�1 is chosen to produce

realistic sound pressure levels in both open and occluded

EC (see Sec. III D). The temporal bone external boundary

and the skin in contact with the surrounding environment

(not modeled30) are free. Continuity of stress vectors and

displacements is assumed between solid domains. Since the

EC wall vibration distribution depends on the chosen set of

loading and boundary conditions, the influence of various

sets (summarized in Appendix B) on the OE is studied (see

Sec. III F). Due to its truncation, the current model is not

used to study the BC sound transmission through the head

or the outer ear for a specific individual but rather to detail

general physical phenomena in the EC cavity.

Acoustic boundary conditions applied to the EC cavity

are similar to those used by Brummund et al.30 A locally

reacting acoustic impedance boundary condition is specified

on the TM of surface STM [see Fig. 1(c)]. The impedance

associated with sound-induced motion of the TM is referred

to as ẐTM and defined by Shaw and Stinson’s model15,42,43

which compares well to measurement data at LF.44 An

acoustic impedance Ẑent;k, where k 2 open; occludedf g, is

also defined at the EC entrance of surface Sent [see Fig.

1(c)]. In the open case, this impedance is equal to the radia-

tion impedance Ẑrad of a baffled circular piston of the same

surface (see Appendix C). At LF, this impedance is a rea-

sonable approximation of that measured if the EC entrance

plane is chosen not too “inside” the EC (portion of the EC

included) nor too “outside” (acoustic wave no longer

plane).39 In the occluded case considered here, the EC

entrance has an infinite impedance instead of a real physical

occlusion device.30

3. Finite element modeling

In the coupled elasto-acoustic (visco-thermal) model,

the coupling at the EC wall/cavity boundary implies the

continuity of velocity vectors and stress vectors. The EC

wall is assumed isothermal since the human body is consid-

ered at constant temperature. Adiabatic thermal couplings

are assumed at the EC entrance and the TM since negligible

heat transfers are expected. The visco-thermal acoustics

model requires lots of computational resources due to the

number of variables and the refinement of the mesh at the

EC wall boundary. This model is thus only used to accu-

rately illustrate physical phenomena in the 3D EC cavity at

100 Hz (see Fig. 4). Vibro-acoustic indicators presented in

Sec. II A 4 are computed over the whole frequency range of

interest using a low reduced frequency (LRF) model45

applied to the EC cavity. In the LRF model, viscous and

thermal losses are distributed in the bulk of the fluid through

a complex wavenumber.41,45 The coupling at the EC wall

boundary is thus simplified to the continuity of normal com-

ponent velocity vectors and normal component stress vec-

tors.46 The radius used for the LRF model corresponds to the

equivalent EC radius function rECðzÞ (see Fig. 2). Both cou-

pled elasto-acoustic models are meshed according to a

criterion of at least six 10-nodded tetrahedral elements per

wavelength at 1 kHz and solved using COMSOL

Multiphysics 5.5 (COMSOL
VR

, Sweden). The meshes of the

LRF and the visco-thermal FE models consist of 613 452 and

1 331 740 elements, respectively, and achieve convergence.

4. Vibro-acoustic indicators

When submitted to the chosen mechanical excitation

(see Sec. II A 1), the EC wall vibrates and imposes to the EC

cavity a volume velocity defined by q̂wall ¼ hv̂n;walliSwall

with hv̂n;walli the surface averaged EC wall normal velocity

and Swall the EC wall surface. According to Brummund

et al.,30 hv̂n;walli is only slightly reduced (<1 dB) at LF by

the EC cavity acoustic load change between open and

occluded cases (confirmed but not shown here). Since the

occlusion is defined at the EC entrance, q̂wall is thus approxi-

mately equal in both open and occluded cases. Volume

velocities passing through the TM and the EC entrance

(zero in the occluded case due to the acoustically rigid

occlusion) are referred to as q̂TM;k and q̂ent;k; respectively,

and computed similarly to q̂wall;k. The EC wall vibration is

not expected to be homogeneous but rather non-uniformly

distributed over the EC wall surface. This distribution is

here characterized by the centroid position xc of the EC wall

normal velocity in the 3D space such that

xc ¼

ð
Swall

xjv̂n;wallðxÞj dSð
Swall

jv̂n;wallðxÞj dS
: (2)

The normal projection of the centroid position xc on the EC

curvilinear axis z defines the centroid curvilinear position lc
of the EC wall normal velocity from the TM.

The surface averaged acoustic pressure hp̂wall;ki gener-

ated by the EC wall is governed by the EC acoustic imped-

ance ẐEC=wall;k seen by the EC wall and defined by

ẐEC=wall;k ¼
hp̂wall;ki

q̂wall

: (3)

The OE is then computed using the surface averaged

TM acoustic pressure hp̂TM;ki such that

OE ¼ 20 log10

hp̂TM;occli
hp̂TM;openi

�����
�����

 !
: (4)

The OE is commonly interpreted in terms of acoustic

energy (see Sec. I). The transfer of acoustic energy per unit

time in the EC cavity is studied here as time averaged over

one period T ¼ 1 =f and is referred to as the time averaged

acoustic power. The time averaged acoustic power flowing

through the EC wall ( �Wwall;k), the TM ( �WTM;k) and the EC

entrance ( �Went;k, zero in the occluded case due to the acous-

tically rigid occlusion) is defined by
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�Wm;k ¼
ð

Sm

�Ik � nm dS

����
����; (5)

with �Ik ¼ 1
2
<½p̂k � v̂�k � the active acoustic intensity

vector,47 p̂k the complex acoustic pressure, v̂k the complex

acoustic particle velocity vector, nm the inward normal

vector and m 2 wall; TM; entf g. The acoustic power
�Wdiss;k dissipated by visco-thermal effects in the EC cavity

is then obtained from the acoustic power balance such as
�Wdiss;k ¼ �Wwall;k � �WTM;k � �Went;k.

B. Electro-acoustic model of the earcanal

1. Electro-acoustic model

The present EA model illustrated in Fig. 3(a) is associ-

ated with the 3D FE model from which its inputs are derived

(see Sec. II B 3). The EC is considered as a circular cross-

sectional duct of length lEC and varying radius rECðzÞ. The

vibration of the EC wall is accounted for as an ideal source

Q of volume velocity q̂wall concentrated at a distance lc from

the TM. The EC is schematically divided into two sections:

(i) the downstream section defined from the TM to the

source and (ii) the upstream section defined from the source

to the EC entrance. In both open [see Fig. 3(b)] and

occluded [see Fig. 3(c)] cases, the model of Shaw and

Stinson42 is used to define the TM acoustic impedance ẐTM.

Furthermore, the downstream section is governed at LF

by its compressibility effect of acoustic compliance Cd in

parallel with an acoustic resistance Rd;th representing

thermal losses so that its acoustic impedance is equal to

Ẑd ¼ ½R�1
d;th þ jxCd��1

. In the open case, the EC upstream

section is controlled at LF by its inertia effect represented

by an acoustic mass Lu in series with an acoustic resis-

tance Ru;vi representing viscous losses so that its acoustic

impedance is equal to Ẑu;open ¼ Ru;vi þ jxLu. The EC

opening is characterized by the acoustic impedance

Ẑ rad ¼ Rrad þ jxLrad of a baffled circular piston of radius

rent. Rrad is the acoustic radiation resistance representing

the dissipation in the surrounding environment while Lrad

is the acoustic radiation mass representing the inertia

effect of the surrounding environment. In the occluded

case, the acoustic impedance Ẑu;occl ¼ ½R�1
u;th þ jxCu��1

of

the EC upstream section is governed at LF by its com-

pressibility effect similarly to Ẑd. Table I summarizes the

calculation47 of aforementioned acoustic masses, compli-

ances, and resistances.

2. Computation of vibro-acoustic indicators

The EA model is used to provide explicit expression of

some vibro-acoustic indicators computed using the FE

model. The acoustic impedance ẐEC=Q;k of the EC seen by

the source Q is computed as the downstream and upstream

sections in parallel [see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. The acoustic

impedance of the EC downstream section is defined in both

open and occluded cases by ẐEC=Q;d ¼ ½Ẑ
�1

d þ Ẑ
�1

TM�
�1

.

The EC upstream section acoustic impedance is given in

the open case by ẐEC=Q;u;open ¼ Ẑu;open þ Ẑrad and in the

occluded case by ẐEC=Q;u;occl ¼ Ẑu;occl. In the LF range of

interest (i.e., 100 Hz to 1 kHz), Ẑd is dominated by Cd,

Ẑu;open by Lu, Ẑ rad by Lrad and Ẑu;occl by Cu (not shown here

for the sake of conciseness). In addition, below � 500 Hz,

the TM acoustic impedance is dominated by the compliance

CTM of the tympanic cavity volume29,48 (�0.78 cm3).

Therefore, the EC acoustic impedance can be approximated

at LF (see Sec. III C) in the open case to

ẐEC=Q;open � jx Lrad þ Luð Þ; (6)

and in the occluded case to

ẐEC=Q;occl � jxðCu þ Cd þ CTMÞ½ ��1: (7)

The TM acoustic pressure p̂TM;k is equal to that gener-

ated by the source [see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)] so that

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) EC geometry of the EA model, (b) open, and (c)

occluded by an infinite impedance defined at the EC entrance.

TABLE I. Calculation of the EA model localized constants. Cu and Ru;th are

computed similarly to Cd and Rd;th; respectively, replacing the interval

½0; lc� by ½lc; lEC�.

Cd ¼
ðlc

0

pr2
EC

q0c2
0

dz
Rd;th ¼

ðlc

0

ðc� 1Þ prEC

q0c2
0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kx
q0Cp

s
dz

2
4

3
5
�1

Lu ¼
ðlEC

lc

q0

pr2
EC

dz Ru;vi ¼
ðlEC

lc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2q0xl
p

pr3
EC

dz

Lrad ¼
8q0

3p2rent
Rrad ¼

x2q0

2pc0
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p̂TM;k ¼ ẐEC=Q;k � q̂wall: (8)

Substituting Eq. (8) in Eq. (4), the OE is written as

OE ¼ 20 log10

ẐEC=Q;occl

ẐEC=Q;open

�����
�����

 !
: (9)

At LF, substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) in Eq. (9), the OE can be

approximated (see Sec. III F) to

OE� 20log10ð½x2� LradþLuð Þ� CuþCdþCTMð Þ��1Þ:
(10)

The equivalent of the acoustic power �Wwall;k passing

through the EC wall in the FE model is the acoustic power

flowing from the source Q to the EC defined in the EA

model by

�WQ;k ¼
1

2
< ẐEC=Q;k

h i
� jq̂wallj2: (11)

The EC cavity acoustic resistance <½ẐEC=Q;k� represents the

capability of the EC cavity (including the entrance and the

TM) to dissipate/transmit acoustic energy. Equations (6) and

(7) thus cannot be used in Eq. (11) since they neglect acous-

tic resistances.

3. Inputs from the finite element model

In the EA model, the EC has the same radius function

[i.e., lEC, rECðzÞ and rent ¼ rECðlECÞ] as in the 3D FE model

(see Table I). The ideal volume velocity source Q is

assumed to be concentrated at the curvilinear position lc of

the EC wall normal velocity centroid computed using the

FE model (see Sec. II A 4). This assumption has been pro-

posed by the authors49 and is evaluated in Sec. III F for sev-

eral EC wall vibration patterns induced by various

mechanical loading and boundary conditions imposed to the

FE model (see Appendix B). Using the set of loading and

boundary conditions described in Sec. II A 2, the position lc
computed using the FE model does not significantly vary

at LF (see Sec. III A). The value of lc at 100 Hz is thus

used in the EA model for the whole frequency range. The

volume velocity q̂wall is computed using the FE model (see

Sec. II A 4).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Earcanal wall velocity

The normal component of the EC wall velocity is of

great interest since it is transferred to “acoustic particles” in

its vicinity. The curvilinear centroid position lc and the

amplitude of the EC wall normal velocity computed at

100 Hz using the FE model are illustrated in Fig. 4(a). The

centroid position characterizes the distribution of normal

velocity over the EC wall (see Sec. II A 4). This distribution

is here concentrated at 100 Hz at a curvilinear distance

lc ¼ 11:1 mm from the TM [see Fig. 4(a), left side] which

corresponds to the EC cartilaginous part. The location of lc
varies by less than 1 mm as frequency increases from

100 Hz to 1 kHz. Thus, Fig. 4(a) (right side) is representative

of the FE model EC wall vibration pattern up to 1 kHz. As

mentioned in Sec. II A 2, this vibration pattern depends on

the set of loading and boundary conditions applied to the FE

model and has been chosen in order to exhibit a vibration

pattern in qualitative agreement with experimental find-

ings.12,16 The chosen set is a simplification imposed by the

truncated nature of the current model. In particular, the uni-

form normal velocity field applied on the circumferential

boundary of soft and skin tissues is likely to be non-uniform

in amplitude, phase and direction. The lack of quantitative

experimental data do not make it possible yet to precisely

compare the FE model vibration distribution to that induced

by a bone transducer in an in vivo EC. However, by apply-

ing various sets of loading and boundary conditions (see

Appendix B), the current model is useful to highlight how

the EC wall vibration distribution could influence the OE

(see Sec. III F).

B. Acoustic particle velocity and volume velocity
transfer in the earcanal cavity

The transfer of the EC wall velocity in the EC cavity is

illustrated in Fig. 4(b) which displays the instantaneous (at

t 2 fT=8; 5T=8g) acoustic particle velocity vectors and

amplitude computed in both open and occluded cases at

100 Hz using the FE model. The Eulerian specification of

the acoustic field is used here. This means that vector fields

represent the velocity of “acoustic particles” passing

through a position x at a time t. At t ¼ T=8, the acoustic par-

ticle velocity is mainly oriented towards the EC entrance in

the open case (left side) and towards the TM in the occluded

case (right side) due to the compression motion of the EC

wall. In the half-period that follows (at t ¼ 5T=8), the

acoustic particle velocity behaves in the exact opposite

direction since hðx; tþ T=2Þ ¼ �hðx; tÞ in harmonic regime

[see Eq. (1)]. In the open case, the amplitude of the acoustic

particle velocity is maximum in the constriction part of the

current EC close to the opening and minimum in the

TMCR. The gradient of acoustic particle velocity tangential

to the EC wall is thus maximum in the region of this con-

striction. In the occluded case, the acoustic particle velocity

amplitude is rather homogeneous except at the EC entrance

where it is zero due to the acoustically rigid occlusion con-

sidered here. Note that a real occlusion device would impose

a non-zero volume velocity to the occluded EC cavity.

The transfer of acoustic particle velocity in the EC cav-

ity is now investigated by computing the volume velocity

passing through the EC entrance and TM surfaces using both

FE and EA models in Fig. 5. Results computed by both mod-

els are in good agreement. In the open case, the volume

velocity passing through the EC entrance is � 16 to 52 dB

higher than that passing through the TM. The volume veloc-

ity passing through the EC opening is almost equal to that

imposed by the EC wall (not shown here). This corroborates

the observation made in Fig. 4(b) for the open case (left
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side). In the occluded case, the volume velocity passing

through the TM is � 6 to 45 dB larger than in the open case:

the occlusion drastically increases the volume velocity trans-

ferred between the EC wall and the TM. This volume veloc-

ity is however � 7 dB lower than that passing through the

open EC entrance due to the local volume changes that result

from the compression of the air within the occluded EC.

C. Acoustic impedance of the earcanal cavity

The EC cavity acoustic impedance governs the acoustic

pressure generated in reaction to the vibration of the EC

wall. Based on EA analogy, the EC cavity acoustic imped-

ance represents the “opposition” of the EC cavity to the

transfer of the volume velocity imposed by its wall. This

“opposition” is manifested in terms of acoustic pressure.

Figure 6(a) displays the level in dB of the EC cavity acous-

tic impedance in open and occluded EC computed using

both FE and EA models. The occlusion is seen to drastically

increase (by � 8 to 47 dB) the EC cavity acoustic imped-

ance.28,29 It should be noted that the EC cavity acoustic

impedance computed using FE and EA models are not

strictly equal. Indeed, the former uses the surface averaged

EC wall acoustic pressure [see Eq. (3)] while the latter

rather considers the acoustic pressure at the position lc of the

volume velocity source Q (see Sec. II B 2). This has no

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) EC wall normal velocity centroid position lc (left) and amplitude jv̂n;wallðxÞj (right) in dB (factor 20, vref ¼ 1 m s�1), (b) instanta-

neous acoustic particle velocity vectors vkðx; tÞ (black arrows) and amplitude jvkðx; tÞj in dB (colormaps), (c) acoustic pressure level in dB (factor 20,

pref ¼ 2� 10�5 Pa), and (d) active acoustic intensity vectors �I kðxÞ (black arrows) and amplitude j�I kðxÞj (colormaps) in dB (factor 10, Iref ¼ 1� 10�12 W m–2)

computed at 100 Hz using the coupled elasto-acoustic (visco-thermal) FE model. The white EC entrance surface in (b) and (d) corresponds to zero value.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Level in dB (factor 20, qref ¼ 1 m3 s–1) of the vol-

ume velocity passing through the EC entrance (zero in the occluded case)

and the TM computed using both FE and EA models.
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influence in the occluded case since the acoustic pressure is

homogenous at LF but explains the difference of � 2 dB in

the open case between FE and EA simulations [see Fig.

6(a)] due to the open EC acoustic pressure gradient [see Fig.

4(c), left side, and Sec. III D].

According to Fig. 6(a), the level of the EC cavity acous-

tic impedance increases with frequency by � þ20 dB/

decade in the open case while it decreases with frequency

by � -20 dB/decade in the occluded case.29 From Eq. (6),

the EA model indicates that, at LF, the open EC cavity

acoustic impedance is approximately mass-controlled

(Lu þ Lrad) which is proportional to x (þ20 dB/decade).

This means that the air in the open EC upstream section is

being mainly accelerated at LF. The acoustic mass Lu of the

open EC upstream section depends on the location of the

source Q which is assumed equal to the curvilinear position

lc of the EC wall normal velocity centroid computed using

the FE model. The evaluation of this assumption as well as

the influence of the distribution of the EC wall vibration on

the OE is presented in Sec. III F. From Eq. (7), the EA

model indicates that, at LF, the occluded EC cavity acoustic

impedance is approximately governed by its whole acoustic

compliance which is proportional to x�1 (�20 dB/decade).

This means that the air in the occluded EC is being mainly

compressed at LF. According to Fig. 6(a), neglecting the

influence of the downstream section, including the TM, in

the open case (dashed-dotted purple curve with crosses) or

simplifying the TM to an equivalent compliance CTM in the

occluded case (dashed blue curve with stars) leads to an

underestimation of � 2� 4 dB at 1 kHz.

The EA model is now used to provide simple interpreta-

tions of the volume velocity transfer in the EC cavity (see

Sec. III B). The source Q representing the EC wall schemati-

cally divides the EC cavity into the upstream and down-

stream sections towards the EC entrance and the TM,

respectively [see Fig. 3(a)]. Acoustic impedance levels of

these sections are displayed in Fig. 6(b). In the open case,

the EC upstream section has an impedance � 11� 47 dB

lower than the downstream section which is almost seen as

infinite. The volume velocity is transferred through the

“path” of least “opposition” thus between the EC wall and

the opening. The mass-controlled open EC upstream section

acts as a shunt27 for the volume velocity imposed by the EC

wall. In the occluded case, the EC upstream section has an

impedance rather � 15� 19 dB higher than the downstream

section due to the acoustically rigid occlusion. The volume

velocity is thus mainly transferred between the EC wall and

the TM.

D. Acoustic pressure in the earcanal cavity

The level in dB of the acoustic pressure generated by

the EC wall in both open and occluded cases computed at

100 Hz using the FE model is illustrated in Fig. 4(c). In the

open case (left side), an acoustic pressure gradient is

observed between the EC opening and approximately the

curvilinear position lc of the EC wall normal velocity cen-

troid while the acoustic pressure level is then almost homo-

geneous up to the TM. According to the EA model, the

acoustic pressure level gradient is explained by the acoustic

mass Lu of the EC upstream section while the acoustic com-

pliance of the EC downstream section is responsible for the

acoustic pressure level homogeneity. The distribution of

the EC wall vibration as well as the EC shape thus govern

the acoustic pressure field induced by BC stimulation in the

open EC. To the authors’ knowledge, the acoustic pressure

distribution in the open EC has only been studied for acous-

tic excitations from the surrounding environment50,51 or for

a reverse mechanical stimulation of the TM from the

ossicles.52 In the occluded EC, the acoustic pressure level is

homogeneous at LF [see Fig. 4(c), right side] since it is con-

trolled by its acoustic compliance. In addition, the acoustic

pressure level is higher in the occluded EC compared to the

open EC. This observation is corroborated by Fig. 7 which

FIG. 6. (Color online) Acoustic impedance levels in dB (factor 20, Zref ¼ 1

N s m�5) of (a) the EC cavity seen by its wall (FE model) or the source Q

(EA model) and of (b) the upstream and downstream EC sections seen by

the source Q (EA model) in both open and occluded cases.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Level in dB (factor 20, pref ¼ 2� 10�5 Pa) of TM

acoustic pressure computed in open and occluded cases using both FE and

EA models.
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displays the TM acoustic pressure level computed in both

open and occluded cases using FE and EA models. In both

cases, the slope of the TM acoustic pressure level is the con-

junction of the EC cavity acoustic impedance level and of

the volume velocity level imposed by the EC wall. Since the

occlusion increases the EC cavity acoustic impedance (see

Sec. III C), the acoustic pressure generated by the EC wall is

also increased.16,28,29 The TM acoustic pressure is the force

per unit surface responsible for the motion of the TM. The

increase of acoustic pressure at LF leads to the increase of

volume velocity at the TM in the occluded case (see Fig. 5).

E. Acoustic intensity and power flow in the earcanal
cavity

The propagation of acoustic waves in the EC is associ-

ated with an acoustic power flow. Figure 8 displays the level

in dB of the acoustic power injected into the EC cavity by

its wall, computed in open and occluded cases using both

FE (LRF) and EA models. Note that the FE (LRF) model

compares well to the visco-thermal model computed at

100 Hz, 500 Hz, and 1 kHz, except that it underestimates by

� 1 dB the acoustic power dissipated by visco-thermal

effects in the open EC cavity. According to Fig. 8, the

acoustic power injected by the EC wall is significantly

higher in the occluded case compared to the open one.30 For

a given volume velocity imposed to the EC cavity, Eq. (11)

of the EA model explicitly indicates that the injected acous-

tic power is governed by the acoustic resistance of the EC

cavity seen by the source Q representing the EC wall. Using

the current FE model, an expression similar to Eq. (11) has

been proposed by Brummund et al.30 but is only equivalent

to Eq. (5) if at least the acoustic pressure field or the EC

wall normal velocity field is homogeneous over the EC wall

surface. The first condition is only valid in the occluded

case at LF (see Sec. III D) while the second condition cannot

be expected in any case (see Sec. III A). In the open case,

the acoustic pressure gradient thus explains the difference

(<2 dB) seen in Fig. 8 between FE and EA simulations

while results in the occluded case are in good agreement.

Brummund et al. have shown that the EC cavity acoustic

resistance drastically increases due to the occlusion30 but

have not accounted for visco-thermal dissipation in the EC

cavity. The increase of the EC cavity acoustic resistance due

to the occlusion is also found in this work (not shown here).

This is coherent with the increase of the acoustic power

injected to the occluded EC cavity (see Fig. 8). However,

neglecting the visco-thermal dissipation underestimates the

open EC cavity acoustic resistance by � 42 dB at 100 Hz

(and � 1 dB at 1 kHz) which consequently underestimates

the acoustic power injected in the open EC by � 21 dB at

100 Hz (and � 0.5 dB at 1 kHz). In the occluded case,

neglecting the visco-thermal losses slightly underestimates

the occluded EC acoustic resistance (<1.5 dB) and the

acoustic power injected (<1 dB) because the dissipation at

the TM dominates (see Appendix D). Accounting for visco-

thermal losses in the EC cavity is thus necessary to study

the acoustic power flow illustrated in Fig. 4(d) and to accu-

rately compute the acoustic power balance, in particular in

the open case,33 detailed in Appendix D. However, visco-

thermal losses do not significantly influence the acoustic

pressure nor the volume velocity transfer in the EC cavity at

LF. Indeed, as shown in Sec. III C using the EA model, the

vibro-acoustic behavior of the EC cavity can be well

approximated at LF using acoustic reactances only. The use

of the acoustic power balance approach to analyze and

interpret the OE30 is thus debatable (see Sec. IV). The

increase of acoustic power dissipated at the TM due to the

occlusion30 (not shown here) is simply explained by

the increased volume velocity transferred through the TM

(see Sec. III B).

F. Occlusion effect

Figure 9 displays the OE computed using both FE (solid

black curve) and EA (dashed gray curve with diamonds)

models. The OE begins at � 45 dB at 100 Hz and decreases

with frequency by ��40 dB/decade. Similar slopes are

observed with other models at LF16,28,31,32 while the ampli-

tude obtained here corresponds to an extreme case of shal-

low insertion due to the occlusion at the EC entrance.1,16

Experimentally, at frequencies less than � 300 Hz, the OE

is often less than that predicted by Fig. 9, possibly due to an

FIG. 8. (Color online) Level in dB (factor 10, Wref ¼ 1� 10�12 W) of the

time averaged acoustic power injected per unit time into the EC cavity by

its wall (FE model) and the source Q (EA model) computed in open and

occluded cases.

FIG. 9. (Color online) OE computed using FE and EA models. OEleak refers

to a hypothetical OE detailed in Sec. IV.
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incomplete seal between the occlusion device and the EC

wall.28,30

Figure 9 also displays the LF approximation of the OE

(dashed red curve with squares) computed from Eq. (10) of

the EA model. From Eq. (10), the slope of �40 dB/decade

of the OE is completely described by the dependence on

x�2. This dependence is explained by the change in the

character of the impedance between the mass-controlled

(Lrad þ Lu) open EC state and the compliance-controlled

(Cu þ Cd þ CTM) occluded EC state. As shown in Fig. 6(a),

neglecting the influence of the EC downstream section,

including the TM, in the open case or simplifying the TM to

an equivalent compliance CTM in the occluded case, leads

to inaccuracies in the computation of the EC cavity

acoustic impedance as the frequency increases. In the OE

computed using Eq. (10), these inaccuracies approximately

compensate.

In the EA model, the acoustic mass Lu of the open EC

depends on the position of the volume velocity source Q.

This position is generally assumed or adjusted based on

sound pressure measurements in the EC cavity. In this work,

the source is presumed to be concentrated at the curvilinear

position lc (defined from the TM) of the EC wall normal

velocity computed using the FE model. This assumption and

the influence of the EC wall vibration distribution on the OE

are now evaluated. OE induced by a volume velocity source

while the source position lc varies from the TMCR to the

EC entrance (following the EC curvilinear axis) in both FE

(EC cavity only) and EA models are computed at 100 Hz

and displayed in Fig. 10. The OE increases with the curvilin-

ear position lc because the acoustic mass Lu of the open EC

decreases “proportionally” (depending on the EC shape).

The whole acoustic compliance (Cu þ Cd þ CTM) of the

occluded EC remains constant when lc varies. EA simulation

is in good agreement with FE one because both models

share the same EC shape. Indeed, note that using a uniform

EC cylindrical duct of same volume and EC wall surface

leads to significant discrepancies (up to � 6 dB in the con-

striction region, not shown here). Figure 10 also displays the

OE computed at 100 Hz using the coupled FE model for

several EC wall vibration distributions induced by various

sets of loading and boundary conditions presented in

Appendix B and characterized by the curvilinear centroid

position lc. Results show an accurate correspondence

between the OE induced by various EC wall vibration distri-

butions characterized by their centroid position lc (red

crosses) and by an equivalent volume velocity source

located at the same position lc. Differences of � 0.5 and 1

dB are observed around � 17 and 29 mm possibly due to an

influence of the shape of the EC wall vibration distribution

which is only characterized here in a simplified way by the

centroid position. According to Fig. 10, the influence of the

EC wall vibration distribution on the OE is mainly observed

in the EC cartilaginous part close to the EC entrance where

the OE increases by � 20 dB from 20 to 34.7 mm. This dis-

tribution would be expected to vary with different stimulus

types and locations. Such variation might explain the varia-

tion in OE with stimulator position53 and could also contrib-

ute to the OE inter-individual difference.16 Furthermore, this

distribution could be frequency-dependent possibly due to

EC structural modes which are not observed using the cur-

rent truncated FE model (see Sec. III A) but could appear in

an entire head model. Such dependence might explain that

experimental OE do not precisely follow the decrease with

frequency by ��40 dB/decade since Lu would be

frequency-dependent in Eq. (10). Finally, it should be

emphasized that the EC wall vibration distribution only

influences the open EC here. However, this distribution is

also expected to influence the vibro-acoustic behavior of the

EC occluded by a real physical occlusion device rather than

the current infinite impedance. In the authors’ opinion, the

decrease of the OE with the insertion depth is underesti-

mated by the FE model of Brummund et al.30 (� 7 dB lower

from 7 to 22 mm at 100 Hz) compared to measurement

data16 (median values � 15 dB lower from �7 to 22 mm

around 160 Hz) because the contribution of the EC bony

part on the acoustic pressure generated in the EC cavity is

overestimated since the EC wall vibration distribution is

concentrated at the mid-length of the EC cavity (see

Appendix B) rather than in the cartilaginous part.

IV. INTERPRETATIONS OF THE OCCLUSION EFFECT

As mentioned in Sec. I, the OE is commonly interpreted

as follows: the “sound pressure, vibration, energy, or wave”

is presumed to “leak” through the EC opening and to be

“trapped” in the occluded EC. A common definition of the

verb “leak” states that something (matter or energy) comes

out of a container through a hole (the leak).54 These inter-

pretations are now discussed.

The EC wall acts as an ideal source of volume velocity

(see Sec. III A). This volume velocity is mainly transferred

between the EC wall and the EC entrance in the open case

or between the EC wall and the TM in the occluded one (see

Sec. III B). In harmonic regime, the volume velocity is

transferred back and forth and alternatively changes sign.

The volume velocity cannot literally “leak” (even through

FIG. 10. (Color online) OE computed at 100 Hz as a function of the curvi-

linear position lc of the volume velocity source (FE with the EC cavity only

and EA models) and of the EC wall normal velocity centroid (coupled FE

model using various loading and boundary conditions summarized in

Appendix B).
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the EC opening) since it comes in and out. Qualifying the vol-

ume velocity transfer between the wall and the entrance as a

“leak” and that between the wall and the TM as a “trap” may

provide a “mental image”16 of these transfers. However, in

the authors’ opinion, the terms “leak” and “trap” do not accu-

rately represent the physics. In both open and occluded cases,

the volume velocity is mainly transferred through the “path”

of least “opposition” (see Sec. III C). The term “opposition” is

here preferred instead of “resistance”19 because the latter

rather refers to the real part of the acoustic impedance.

The acoustic impedance of the EC cavity represents its

“opposition” to the volume velocity transfer and governs its

reaction in terms of acoustic pressure. The acoustic pressure

does not “leak” nor is it “trapped.” It simply increases because

the “opposition” increases due to the occlusion (see Sec. III D).

From a vibro-acoustic point of view, acoustic pressure

and acoustic particle velocity are physical variables that

describe at every position and anytime the continuum acous-

tic field made of “acoustic particles” which oscillate around

their rest position (see Sec. III B). In this way, only acoustic

waves travel and could literally “leak.” A “leak” could be

interpreted as acoustic waves not being or being little

reflected while a “trap” would mean a high or perfect reflec-

tion. Assuming acoustic plane wave propagation in the EC

cavity at LF, the normal incidence pressure reflection coeffi-

cient R̂i;k is defined47 by

R̂i;k ¼
Ẑ i;k � q0c0=Si

Ẑ i;k þ q0c0=Si

; (12)

with Ẑ i;k, i 2 ent; TMf g, the acoustic impedance of the EC

entrance or the TM seen from the EC cavity and q0c0 the

characteristic impedance of the air. Figure 11 displays R̂i;k

in (a) modulus and (b) phase. In the LF regime, the modulus

of the EC opening reflection coefficient is close to the

acoustically rigid occluded EC entrance and higher than the

TM. The EC opening is thus rather a “trap” than a “leak” for

acoustic waves at LF which are almost entirely reflected due

to the impedance mismatch between the open EC cavity and

the surrounding environment just like in the occluded case

due to the acoustically rigid termination. However, the

change of phase between open and occluded cases [see Fig.

11(b)] influences the way how acoustic waves are reflected

at the EC entrance and thus governs the multiple acoustic

wave reflections pattern inside the EC cavity. At LF, the

occlusion does not “trap” acoustic waves since they are

already mainly “trapped” in the open EC cavity but rather

influences the way how acoustic waves are “trapped.”

However, the reflection coefficient of the EC entrance is

not exactly equal to unity in the open case. In harmonic

regime, a fraction of time averaged injected acoustic power is

radiated through the EC opening in the surrounding environ-

ment (see Sec. III E). In the case of a rigid occlusion, no

acoustic power is radiated through the EC entrance. The ques-

tion then arises: does the reduction, from �Went;open to 0, of the

acoustic power radiated at the EC entrance (i.e., the seal of the

acoustic power “leak”) explain the OE? To answer this ques-

tion, the following hypothetical situation is considered: the

occlusion only implies that the acoustic power radiated at the

open EC entrance is now dissipated at the TM assuming an

equal injected acoustic power in both open and occluded con-

figurations. The resulting OE is denoted OEleak. At LF, the

OE can be expressed in terms of acoustic power dissipated at

the TM because the acoustic pressure field is homogeneous

over the TM surface. Based on the open EC cavity acoustic

power balance, OEleak is defined by

OEleak ¼ 10 log10 1þ �Went;open = �WTM;open

� �
: (13)

According to Fig. 9, OEleak (dashed-dotted curve) is negligible

which means that the reduction of the acoustic power radiated

at the EC entrance cannot cause the OE, as suggested by

Brummund et al.30 Indeed, the acoustic power radiated at the

EC opening is significantly lower than the increase of acoustic

power dissipated at the TM due to the occlusion because the

EC wall is not an ideal source of acoustic power (see Sec.

III E). An interpretation in terms of acoustic power “leak”

could be better adapted in the case of constant input acoustic

power in open and occluded cases (e.g., insertion loss induced

by an EP for an external acoustic excitation). Moreover, the

OE is well explained without accounting for acoustic losses at

LF (see Sec. III F). Interpreting the OE in terms of acoustic

power thus departs from its fundamental mechanism.

In the authors’ opinion, the aforementioned common

interpretations of the OE misrepresent the underlying physi-

cal phenomena. Since the role of the EC cavity acoustic

impedance is useful to explain the fundamental mechanism

of the OE16,28,29 an interpretation based on this concept is

found more accurate. For example, the occlusion increases

the “opposition” of the EC cavity to the volume velocity

imposed by its wall and increases the amplitude of the

acoustic pressure that is generated in reaction, leading to the

OE. In the case of hearing aids, the open-fitting decreases

this “opposition” and thus the OE. In the case of EP, an

incomplete seal has a similar effect at frequencies lower

than the Helmholtz resonance formed by the system: the
FIG. 11. (Color online) Reflection coefficient of the EC entrance (open and

occluded) and the TM in (a) modulus and (b) phase.
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neck of the resonator corresponding to the incomplete seal

at the EP/EC wall interface and the resonator cavity being

the partially occluded EC.28,32,55 In the general case, the

deep-fitting reduces the OE because the volume velocity

imposed by the EC wall to the occluded EC cavity decreases

since the surface as well as the vibration amplitude of the

remaining EC wall diminish with the insertion depth.29

V. CONCLUSION

The physics of the OE has been thoroughly revisited at

LF using a 3D FE model of an outer ear in conjunction with

an associated EA model. This study has analyzed and illus-

trated the EC wall vibration, the transfer of volume velocity

imposed by the EC wall, the “opposition” of the EC cavity

to this transfer, the acoustic pressure generated in reaction,

and the associated acoustic power flow in the EC cavity

open and occluded by an infinite impedance. In particular,

the distribution of the EC wall vibration is shown to influ-

ence the acoustic mass of the open EC cavity seen by its

vibrating wall. The EC wall vibration distribution has been

characterized by its curvilinear centroid position which has

also been assumed as the location of the volume velocity

source in the EA model. This assumption has been success-

fully evaluated for several EC wall vibration patterns

induced by various sets of loading and boundary conditions

applied to the FE model. In the harmonic regime, the vol-

ume velocity is alternatively transferred in the EC cavity

through the “path” of least “opposition” (i.e., acoustic imped-

ance), between the source and the EC entrance in the open

case, or between the source and the TM in the occluded case.

The increase of acoustic pressure is responsible for the

increase of TM volume velocity in the occluded case at LF.

Common interpretations of the OE in terms of “leak” and

“trap” have been shown to misrepresent the fundamental

mechanism of the OE related to the EC impedance change.

Interpretations based on this concept are considered more

accurate. For example, the occlusion increases the

“opposition” of the EC cavity to the volume velocity imposed

by its wall and thus increases the acoustic pressure generated

in reaction, leading to the OE. In this study, the distribution

of the EC wall normal velocity has been shown to greatly

influence the vibro-acoustic behavior of the open EC (and

thus the OE) while that of the occluded EC is not affected

due to the use of an acoustically rigid occlusion defined at the

EC entrance. For future work, the intricate influence of the

occlusion device, in conjunction with the EC wall vibration,

on the OE, could be investigated. Furthermore, since different

EC wall vibration distributions can share the same centroid,

the influence of their shapes could be studied.
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APPENDIX A: DOMAIN PROPERTIES

Solid domain properties used in the FE model are sum-

marized in Table II. Air properties used in both FE and EA

models are given in Table III. The molecular dissipation is

negligible in the EC cavity so the bulk viscosity lB is here

zero but could be estimated by lB ¼ 0:6l.40

APPENDIX B: VARIOUS SETS OF LOADING AND
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Various sets of loading and boundary conditions applied

to the FE model are summarized in Fig. 12. These sets are

used to vary the distribution of the EC wall normal velocity

characterized by the corresponding curvilinear centroid

position lc defined from the TM. Configurations (j) and (k)

are similar to those used by Brummund et al.30 In these

cases, switching from fixed (blue surface) to free (gray sur-

face) boundary conditions has little influence on the OE30

because the EC wall vibration distribution is also little influ-

enced (lc decreases from 17.9 to 16.9 mm).

APPENDIX C: RADIATION ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE

The radiation acoustic impedance Ẑrad defined at the

EC opening is equal to that of a baffled circular piston of

radius rent ¼ rECðlECÞ (see Fig. 2) coupled to a semi-infinite

acoustic domain and is given47 by

Ẑrad ¼
q0c0

pr2
ent

1� J1 2k0rentð Þ
k0rent

� j
H1 2k0rentð Þ

k0rent

� �
; (C1)

where J1 and H1 are the first order Bessel and Struve func-

tions, respectively, and k0 ¼ x =c0 is the lossless

wavenumber.

APPENDIX D: ACOUSTIC POWER BALANCE

This section details the various contributions of the

acoustic power balance (not shown here for the sake of

TABLE II. Density q, Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio � and structural

loss factor g of solid domains.

Tissue q (kg m�3) E (MPa) � (1) g (1)

Skin 1100 0.5 0.4 0.1

Soft 1080 7.2 0.26 0.05

Bone 1714 11316 0.3 0.01

TABLE III. Air density q0, sound speed c0, dynamic viscosity l, thermal

conductivity coefficient j, ratio of specific heats c, and heat capacity at con-

stant pressure Cp.

Property Value Property Value

q0 (kg m3) 1.2 j (W m�1 K�1) 0.025

c0 (m s1) 343 c (1) 1.4

l (Pa s) 1.8313 �10�5 Cp (J kg�1 K�1) 1.0025 �103
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conciseness) in open and occluded cases computed using the

LRF 3D FE model. In the open case, the visco-thermal dissi-

pation represents � 99% at 100 Hz of the injected acoustic

power and decreases with frequency to � 11% at 1 kHz.

This dissipation mainly occurs in the EC wall upstream sec-

tion boundary layer [see Fig. 4(d), left side] where the fluid

experiences friction due to its viscosity and the gradient of

tangential acoustic particle velocity [see Fig. 4(b), left side].

It should be noted that the damping factor in a real open EC

has been estimated to be approximately three times higher

than that computed in an EC with smooth wall.39 The acous-

tic power radiated through the EC opening only represents a

fraction of the injected acoustic power at LF (< 3%). This

proportion was greatly overestimated by Brummund et al.30

since they neglected the visco-thermal dissipation. The

remaining proportion of the acoustic power injected to the

open EC cavity by its wall is dissipated at the TM and

increases with frequency. In the occluded case, the acoustic

power dissipated at the TM represents � 85% at 100 Hz of

the injected acoustic power and increases with frequency to

� 99.9% at 1 kHz. The remaining acoustic power injected in

the occluded EC is mainly dissipated by thermal effect in

the EC wall boundary layer [see Fig. 4(d), right side].
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